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Overview

Given the recent volatility and pull back in both domestic and
global equity markets over the past few weeks I would like to focus
on three important issues that I view as being fundamentally bullish for equities. First, though, let’s look at some of the near term
technical indicators that we have been tracking this year.

CHART 1. As you can see in Chart #1 the SP500 was well above

the +5% band over the 200dma nearly a month ago and clearly
ripe for a correction. The only question that we had at the time was
would precipitate it and how far would it go.
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CHART 2. We know that the May 22nd Bernanke speech provided the spark of fear over an early taper
of QE3 and precipitated the initiation of the correction. From the perspective of a chartist, the correction broke down below a trend line established in November of last year, Chart #2.
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CHARTS 3-6. The correction was even more severe for global and emerging market indices, Chart

#3. However, from a longer term perspective, the May high broke the market out of a 13 year trading
pattern accompanied by good momentum as indicated by the cross of the 20w/50w moving averages,
Chart #4. Our overbought/oversold indicator has now worked its way back to neutral levels, Chart #5,
and the put/call ratio is approaching levels that are associated with past market bottoms, Chart #6.
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CHARTS 7-10. In an attempt to divine how deep the correction might go I looked back at the 2011 correction, Chart #7, which fell over 5% below the 200dma. At that time, however, forward EPS estimates
for the SP500 were declining, as highlighted in the yellow box whereas this time around the earnings
revision ratio is positive, Chart #8.
The rise in interest rates both here and in Emerging Markets have led to concerns over the impact on
US earnings while the Chinese rate rise has led to fears of a major policy mistake by the PBoC, Chart
#9. As shown on Chart #10, the fear of a Chinese policy mistake was due to the PBoC draining liquidity as interbank lending rates, SHIBOR, were spiking.
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CHARTS 11-13. The real concern
for US equity markets shouldn’t
be the general level of rates but
the direction of credit spreads.
Historically credit spreads bottom about four months prior to
a peak in the equity markets
as illustrated on Chart #11. It
is unlikely, however, that credit
spreads will widen much further. First, they aren’t very high
on an historical basis as seen
in Chart #12 and, secondly,
credit defaults are forecasted
by Moody’s to decline through
2013, Chart #13.
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CHARTS 14-16. Credit spreads

typically narrow during periods
of economic strengthening
which now appears to be the
case with a strengthening housing market, improving labor
conditions, durable goods
orders and improving sentiment
surveys. Also, both global and
US economic surprise indicators
have now troughed, Chart #14.
Finally, the S&P500 forward
earning yield spread of the
10 Year Treasury still remains
nearly 2 standard deviations
high and, more importantly, at
near record levels above the
risk metrics such as the 2 year
swap spreads, Chart #15.
The other major concern is China’s slowing
economic growth and recent
clumsy behavior by the PBoC.
As shown in Chart #16 their
growth rate and leading indicators are slowing as concerns
mount over their high levels of
debt/GDP, a real estate bubble,
accelerating wages coupled with
a shrinking supply of excess
labor and the real difficulties of
transitioning an economy from
one led by consumption rather
than investment. Ironically, as
the Eurozone economic data
has been coming in at better
than expected levels China may
replace them as the world’s
economic problem zone.
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CHARTS 17-20. The last two points that I would like to cover are interest rates and inflation. On Chart

#17 I’ve displayed a model reflecting a calculated fair value for the 10 Yr. Treasury versus the actual
rate. Based on this I don’t see rates rising much above current levels. So, for now, the worst is probably over. The second area of major concern for the markets has been the collapse in the 5 year
inflation expectations, Chart #18, which began in March before Bernanke’s initial tapering speech and
well before the recent rise in rates. Many market strategists interpreted this as a sign that the economy would slow. If, however, you compare this to the CRB industrial commodities index, Chart #19,
you can see a very tight fit. The same holds true with energy production in the US, Chart #20. Inflation
expectations are falling because of a positive supply shock produced by falling demand for industrial
commodities (China) as supply ramps up from over investment in combination with the faster than
anticipated recovery of oil and gas liquids from US shale formation. This secular trend will help keep
inflation low and provide the Fed with greater flexibility in pursuing their employment goals.
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CHARTS 21-22. Finally, if we correlate core CPI with the forward
market P/E, Chart #21, with the
red triangle representing the most
recent data point, we can see
that the current range of inflation
represents a sweet spot for higher market valuations. A similar
conclusion can be reached using
interest rates as the independent
variable, Chart #22.
In conclusion, I see the recent
rise in rates to be nearly over;
credit spreads are not going to
be a problem; China remains
a worry but Europe is healing
faster than had been expected;
and, the positive supply side
shock driving down inflation
expectations to be a very bullish, once in a generation event.
Because of the latter observation along with positive relative
valuation metrics, US equities
remain our favored asset class.
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